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Cromwell F500, Flameskill part number: BR04-0783-02 
The Cromwell F500 is the benchmark in traditional style fire-fighters    
helmets for exceptional quality, comfort and protection. Featuring a 
strong SMC shell, the F500 helmet can be adjusted to fit all head sizes. The 
helmet is approved to CE EN 443, visor approved to CE EN 166. The   
Cromwell Signum range of communications headsets, fits easily inside the 
helmet and is compatible with most radio types. 

Cromwell F600, Flameskill part number: BR04-0783-03 
The Cromwell F600 fire-fighters helmet and faceshield combination has a 
unique modular design which adapts easily and quickly to changing     
operational needs. The first to have dual CE certification for both the  
helmet and faceshield, the helmet is approved to CE EN 443, the visor to 
CE EN 166. The F600 fire helmet provides improved protection, higher 
comfort levels and a lower cost of ownership with easily replaced       
components to extend service life. The Cromwell Signum range of      
communications headsets fits easily inside the helmet and is compatible 
with most radio types. 

Gallet F1, Flameskill part number: BR04-0783-01 
The F1 is the fire helmet used by fire brigades throughout Europe. An 
optimal protection of the head, the face and the neck. The F1 offers    
excellent shock absorption, face shields that are pulled out of the helmet 
when needed protect from chips and glare, an additional eye screen   
provides protection at general work. 
Sizes : from 50 to 58 • Headband Standard version with soft headgear • 
Headband Ratchet version with quick adjustment system The helmets 
from the range F1 are according to the European standard EN 443 and 
are marked. Available in White or Yellow 

Firemans Helmet, Flameskill part number: BR04-0783-00 
Firemans Helmet with ratchet adjustment for quick donning. The helmet 
comes complete with a fully adjustable visor. Helmet can be purchased 
with or without a flame-pro or aluminised neck curtain. Approved to 
EN443 and MED Ships Wheel. Available in yellow only. 


